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About This Game

The star grants you the shining dream

The Heaven sends a Devil’s army to the ground, commanding them to destroy the corrupted city. It was the wandering knight
who saved the city that was on verge of destruction. On one night, with the star so bright in the sky, the knight was guided

outside by a mysterious voice. The voice that called to the knight was known as the God of a Star, and the God bestowed a pure
girl in his care. From then on, the wandering knight decides to settle down in the city, and start a new life as a father of the girl.

Various Dreams, Unpredictable Future, but only one life.

「Princess Maker 2 Refine」is a life simulation game which you play as a father of a girl, who had descended from the star. You
have 8 years to raise your daughter from age 10 to 18 – your daughter will grow into her adulthood through various experiences.
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The future awaits for her depending on your choices. What kind of future do you dream of creating with your beloved
daughter?

Princess Maker 2 Refine comes back with all new Graphic / Voice over

 [Princess Maker 2 refine] has been reborn with full colored high resolution graphics, noticeable upgrade compare to the
original 1994 edition. In addition to the visual update, all characters have been given a full Japanese voice over, including your
daughter. Experience a true masterpiece in full color and full voice over where wonderful life with your daughter awaits you.
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Title: Princess Maker 2 Refine
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
CFK Co., Ltd.
Publisher:
CFK Co., Ltd.
Release Date: 28 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® XP or higher

Processor: Intel Pentium 3 or higher

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: 32MB or greater graphics card

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Direct Sound

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Korean
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I managed to raise a 996 strength daughter.
Managed to become Succesful Sorcerer with Power comparable to the Wisest Wiseman.
8\/10 Would raise another Daughter who would who casts PUNCH as a spell.... If you like this type of game this is really the
best one of the series.. It is not a refine but a downgrade and it lost it's magic along the process of refinement.
Both music quality and crisp, dubbing of characters and linguistic changes has defected the solid refinement and the incredible
magic the original Princess Maker 2 had. The incredible feeling of playing it on a PC-Engine related console has been lost
trough what the authors has presented as refinement, The changes has offended my delicate mind, soul and effection I had
toward the original version. It is an insult for me and is a horrible sign for the generatrion of players who experience the
videogames of today.

I only recommend it on steam to tribute the original version, as I believe in paying the price for the games you are playing, or at
least, in my case, buying it with a discount.

Buy it here and find a website that offers the original as an online Dosbox emulator free play.. This game is such a fun, goof-
around game! You will never play it the same way twice, especially with the multitude of possible endings. And though the
majority of it is really just choosing menu options, despite what should be "tedious", it's just a joy to play, with the fun
animations and whatnot. If you're looking for an ultra-complex Tamagotchi, then you should check this out. You won't be
disappointed!. Fun and addicting classic, the title pretty much says it all. You make a princess. I mean she might end up
becoming a lumberjack or a maid but hey, you tried your best for your daughter. I'm sure she's grateful.. Oh, Princess Maker
2...how would I describe this to someone who's never heard of it before? Well...it's basically a simulator game, with a lot of
different stats to keep track of. It's...okay, you've heard of "Long Live the Queen"? That was inspired by this. It plays similarly
in a lot of ways, except with less (accidental) death, and more than _70 endings_. And yes, in one of them you CAN be Queen!

Tons of stats, numbers all over the place and a girly-as-eff sounding premise...and yet it's _strangely addictive_. I have seen
several people who thought they'd NEVER play such a thing get sucked into the gameplay despite themselves. There's such a
huge variety of ways you can play--quiet, "normal" and domestic stuff, fighting, magic, elegant society lady...or if you're feeling
ambitious you can try to be all at once!
You can play an entire game without EVER adventuring or doing any of the more fantasy-based jobs...or regularly consort with
demons and take down the War God by age 12. It's all up to you, and that's a large part of the game's charm.

Is it for everyone? No. But I tried the old DOS version of PM2 that got leaked, long ago, and already knew I loved it, so I was
very glad to see it appearing in an OFFICIAL English language release on Steam. If you're into fiddly simulator games and
multiple endings, you'll at least like the mechanics of this one. And this time, you won't have to worry about those stupid
chocolates!
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The game is as good as I remember, but the original localisation was INFINITELY better. It's still worth getting, but given the
choice, I'd rather play the none "refine"d version if it were on Steam.. This game is hilarious.. Made me want to procreate, raise
and love my daughter in real life.
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